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Background
Plants have evolved biotic stress sensory mechanisms that 
activate systemic and localized diseases-resistance responses.1 
A disease-resistance response occurs when an elicitor, either 
a microbe-associated molecular pattern (MAMP) or a 
damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMP),2 activates 
the basal immune system in plants. Mechanism of action 
between disease-resistance genes (R-genes) and pathogen 
avirulence (Avr) genes was first described as the “Gene-for-
Gene Model” by Harold Flor in 1971. This model describes 
resistance as a function of an individual R-gene protein for a 
single pathogenic elicitor. Most of the R-gene proteins con-
tain nucleotide binding-site (NBS) and leucine-rich region 
(LRR) domains, which are triggered by elicitors produced 
by pathogens, and then send a systemic signal to activate 
plant defense responses.3 Alternatively, the “Guard Model”4 
describes NBS-LRR proteins serving as guards of certain 
proteins that are targets of pathogen elicitors. The “Zig-zag 
Model”4 describes the coevolution of pathogens and their 
prospective hosts: rapid adoption of one or more Avr proteins 
allows the pathogen to elude the host’s basal immune sys-
tem until the plant produces appropriate NBS-LRR proteins 

for enhanced detection of the Avr elicitors.1 Rapid pathogen 
adaptation to the host defense system increases evolutionary 
pressure on the host at molecular level through gene duplica-
tion, unequal crossing over, ectopic recombination, gene con-
version, and diversifying selection.5–7

Plant disease resistance genes have recently been clas-
sified into eight major families: 1) Nucleotide binding site 
(NBS)-leucine rich region(LRR)-Toll/interleukin-1-receptors 
(TIR) or TNL, 2) NBS-LRR-coiled coil (CC) or CNL, 3) 
LRR-transmembrane domain (TrD), 4) LRR-TrD-kinase, 
5) TrD-CC, 6) LRR TrD protein degradation (proline-gly-
cine-serine-threonine) (PEST), 7) TIR-NBS-LRR-nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) WRKY and 8) enzymatic R-genes.8  
Among these, CNL and TNL are two commonly occurring 
families, which are distinguished by the domain structure at 
the N-terminus of the R-protein.1 The TNL genes are found 
only in eudicot plants, whereas CNL genes are found in both 
eudicots and monocots, making these genes suitable for study-
ing evolutionary processes across plant species.9 Both family 
members have several leucine-rich repeats (LxxLxLxx) at 
the C-terminus of their proteins. The LRR domain typically 
plays a role in protein–protein interactions either directly or 
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indirectly during a disease-resistance response, particularly 
while sensing the Avr molecules.1

Current understanding of the evolutionary process 
involving CNL genes is limited. Two methods are com-
monly described in the literature for studying CNL genes: 
1) When complete genome sequences were not available, 
degenerate primers were used in polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) targeting the highly conserved motifs of the NBS 
domain. 2) With complete genome sequences now available, 
bioinformatics approaches are commonly used to search 
for orthologs with the conserved NBS motifs in the pub-
lished genomes.10 Ashfield et al.7 studied Rpg1b (resistance 
to Pseudomonas glycinae 1b) in Phaseolus vulgaris and Glycine 
max, and showed that the evolution of NBS-LRR genes was 
associated with a speciation event. Differences in these genes 
accumulated even at the subspecies level7 through varied 
recombination rates coupled with retention or deletion of 
redundant regions.11 Based on the neutral theory of molecu-
lar evolution, the rate of synonymous substitutions per syn-
onymous sites (Ks) should parallel the mutation rate under 
the assumption that synonymous sites are not influenced by 
selection.12 Functional partnering of CNL genes with TNL 
genes was exhibited by the NRG1 (N requirement gene 1), 
a CNL type protein requires N, a TNL type protein for 
the resistance to tobacco mosaic virus (TMV).13 The tomato 
gene Mi−1.2 and melon Vat gene confer resistance to nem-
atodes and arthropods,14 Arabidopsis RPS2 resists Pseudo-
monas syringae bacteria, and RPP815 and RPP1316 resist a 
fungal pathogen Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Hpa).17 In 
addition, the Arabidopsis RPS gene that confers resistance 
to Phytophthora sojae is shown to have specific protein inter-
actions among R-genes products, other host proteins, and 
pathogen effectors.18,19 The R-genes RPM1 (resistance to 
Pseudomonas maculicola 1) and RPS2 are reported to guard 
the RIN4 (RPM1-interacting 4) protein. RPM1  gene is 
induced to signal when RIN4 is phosphorylated by Avr-
Rpm1 and AvrB, while RPS2 is triggered as a result of Avr-
Rpt2’s degradation of Rin4 in Arabidopsis.20,21

CNL gene diversity varies from species to species: 55 of 
them are reported in Arabidopsis, 177 in Medicago, 6 in papaya, 
and 370  in potato.1 R-genes in the soybean (Glycine max) 
genome are yet to be identified, and are of particular interest 
because of their defense role against pathogens and potential 
role in symbiosis with Rhizobia for biological nitrogen fixa-
tion. Recent completion of the soybean genome-sequencing 
project22 has allowed us to conduct genome-wide exploration 
of important genes such as CNL R-genes. The main objectives 
of this project were to identify the soybean CNL R-genes, 
infer their evolutionary relationships, and assess structural as 
well as functional divergence of the CNL genes. Since soy-
bean is one of the most important crop species for protein feed 
and vegetable oil, identification and characterization of the 
CNL R-genes would have implication in creating a soybean 
race with more durable resistant genes.

Results
Soybean CNL genes and phylogenetic relationships. 

Altogether, 188 CNL genes were identified in the soybean 
genome. Phylogenetic relationships of soybean CNL genes 
are shown in Figure  1. Soybean CNL genes were nested 
into four major clades: 1) CNL-A with 14  members, 2) 
CNL-B with 37 members, 3) CNL-C with 135 members, 
and 4) CNL-D with 2 members. Although basal support for 
CNL-B and CNL-C was weak, there was a strong support 
for the crown group CNL-A (BS 97%) and CNL-D (BS 
91%). The medial parts of CNL-C did not have strong boot-
strap support either; however, many well-supported relation-
ships were identified among the crown groups, for example, 
relationship between Glyma09g02401 and Glyma15g13290 
had a strong bootstrap support (BS 99%). The fourth group, 
CNL-D, had strong bootstrap support for nearly every 
crown group. 

Twenty putative conserved motifs obtained through 
MEME analysis are visualized in Figure 2 and the sequences 
are presented in Table 1. Seven of these conserved domains 
(ie, P-loop, RNBS-A, Kinase-2, RNBS-B, GLPL, RNBS-C,  
and RNBS-D) were present in 136 CNL proteins in  
G. max (Fig. 2). P-loop, Kinase-2, and GLPL motifs, how-
ever, were present in all CNL proteins. Glyma02g38743 was 
unique because it possessed P-loop, Kinase-2, and GLPL 
but lacked other motifs. The above-mentioned seven motifs 
identified in G. max were generally in the same order as in 
A. thaliana, although the RNBS-D motif in Glyma17g36400 
and Glyma17g36420 appeared earlier in the sequences. The 
P-loop, Kinase-2, RNBS-B, and GLPL motifs showed a 
high level of conservation in G. max and A. thaliana, whereas 
the RNBS-A, RNBS-C, and RNBS-D motifs were more 
variable.

CNL gene clustering, Ks-values, and sequence diver-
gence. Forty-one gene clusters were identified using a slid-
ing window of 10 open reading frames (ORFs) (Table 2 and 
Fig.  3). The CNL gene clusters were assigned names based 
on chromosome location. The phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1) and 
clustering analysis (Fig.  3) indicated a single chromosomal 
domination of a clade.

Fifty-six percent of the CNL genes were located on 5 
of 20 chromosomes, and CNL genes were completely absent 
from chromosome 10. An analysis of clustering placed 31 of 
the 41 clusters outside the pericentromeric region. A simple 
c2-test (p = 2.11E–5) showed that these clusters are primar-
ily located outside the pericentromeric region. The results from 
the analysis of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site 
(Ks) of all 41 gene clusters are summarized in Supplementary 
File 1. The occurrence of tandem duplications at different time 
scales can be inferred from the directional decrease in the Ks-
values (from 1.2727 to 0.044), with the oldest duplication 
event occurring in the gene cluster 19_4 (Glyma19g321800 
has the highest Ks values; nested in clade C of the phylogenetic 
tree as shown in Fig. 1). Other gene members in the cluster 
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19_4 may have arisen from consecutive tandem duplications, 
as evidenced from the decreasing Ks values within the clus-
ter (Table  3). Figure  3 depicts the CNL gene locations and 
pericentromeric regions on the soybean chromosome pseu-
domolecules. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a sig-
nificant difference in the Ks values of the genes located within 
the pericentromeric region from those genes located outside 
(P = 0.012, α = 0.05). However, the Ka (nonsynonymous sub-
stitutions per nonsynonymous site) values for the CNL genes 
within and outside the pericentromeric region showed no dif-
ference (P = 0.260, α = 0.05). As expected, the majority of CNL 
gene clusters were located outside the pericentromeric region 

(Fig. 3; Table 2). Information on soybean CNL gene clusters 
on each chromosome is summarized in Table 4. Gene members 
in the cluster 7_1 had very low Ks-values (ie, 0.0037) suggest-
ing the most recent duplication events. The average Ks-values 
of clusters 15_1 (0.219), 15_3 (0.228), and 13_2 (0.0511), 13_3 
(0.169), and 13_4 (0.330) were near the suggested range for 
the recent duplication event of 13 MYA. The genes in cluster 
19_4 were likely from tandem duplications, as summarized in 
Table 3. Supplementary File 1 includes the results from the Ks  
analysis.

Results from gene expression and structural variation 
analysis. Currently available expression data for   soybean 

Figure 1. Maximum likelihood analysis of CNL A. thaliana orthologs in soybean genome.
Notes: JTT+G+I evolutionary model was used in the phylogenetic analysis. The values above the branches are the bootstrap support of 100 replicates. 
Arabidopsis thaliana (AT) and Glycine max (Glyma) accessions are tagged with their CNL identifier based on their phylogenetic placement. Clades are 
color-coded: CNL A–D in blue, purple, red, and green, respectively. Also included in the tree is the information on gene clustering: each shape indicates 
the order of appearance of a cluster (first to eighth represented by hollow circle, filled in circle, hollow square, filled in square, hollow triangle, filled in 
triangle, hollow upside down triangle, and filled in upside down triangle, respectively) on the chromosome. Each chromosome is represented by a color 
filled in the shape for the gene cluster.
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Figure 2. (Continued)

CNL genes are visualized as a heatmap in Figure  4 and 
data are presented in Supplementary File 2. Of the 188 
CNL genes, 133  genes had uniquely mappable reads, ie, 
their expression profile would not be duplicated. Gene 
expression data were divided into quartiles: the upper 
quartile of the data (top 25% expression values) hereaf-
ter will be described as highly expressed. Highly expressed 
genes included 11, 6, 15, and 2 genes from CNL-A, CNL-
B, CNL-C, and CNL-D, respectively. Available sets of 
expression data revealed that 11 of the 133 (8%) had zero 
expression in all tissues. CNL-A genes were among the 
most highly expressed genes ranging between 361 and 1845 
reads (sum of expression in all tissues of q-PCR results). 
Within CNL-A, the gene paralogs Glyma17g36400 (479 
reads) and Glyma14g08700 (361) were both low expressed, 
despite higher expression values for the related genes 
Glyma17g36420 (1147 reads) and Glyma14g08700 (756). 
The gene expression values for the CNL-B members 

ranged from zero (Glyma06g47620 and Glyma12g16590) 
to 1232 reads (Glyma07g07100). Low expression in 
Glyma06g47620 (CNL-B; zero reads) differed from its 
cluster mate Glyma06g47650 (CNL-C), which had a mod-
est expression value. The expression value of CNL-C gene 
members ranged from zero (in nine genes) to 429 reads 
(in Glyma01g01400). The CNL gene clusters 18_1, 18_2, 
and 18_3 within the pericentromeric region had expres-
sion values ranging from zero to 30 reads with 3 exceptions 
of highly expressed genes (Glyma18g09920 with 38 reads, 
gene cluster 18_2; Glyma18g09180 with 90 reads, gene 
cluster 18_1; and Glyma18g09290 with 105 reads, gene 
cluster 18_1), as shown in Table  5. Finally, CNL-D had 
only two genes (Glyma15g18290 and Glyma18g50460) 
with expressions of 224 and 737 reads, respectively. Analy-
sis of promoter regions showed that WBOX cassettes were 
present in the 2-kb upstream regions of 174 of 188 CNL 
genes (Fig. 4), with an average of three WBOX cassettes 
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per gene. For the 174 gene sequences with WBOX motif, 
the number of WBOX per sequences ranged from zero to 
nine; two WBOX motifs were most common, representing 
30% of the sequences with the motif.

Figure  5 illustrates the intron–exon structure variation 
among soybean CNL genes and their orthologs in Arabidop-
sis. The number of exons of CNL-A, CNL-B, CNL-C, and 

CNL-D gene groups averaged 5.41, 5.22, 1.91, and 2 exons 
per gene, respectively. The number of exons in each of the CNL 
groups was similar to their Arabidopsis counterparts, except that 
in the members of CNL-B group, where soybean had an aver-
age of 5.22 exons per gene, which is higher than Arabidopsis 
with only 2 exons per gene. In this study, we observed a general 
trend where the number of exons and expression values were 

Figure 2. Conserved domains predicted by MEME analysis of soybean CNL genes.
Notes: Genes are divided into four groups (A–D) based on Figure 1. Analyzed NB-ARC regions span around 250 amino acids (∼30 amino acids upstream 
of the P-loop to ∼30 amino acids downstream of the GLPL motif). The search parameters were set to predict 20 unique motifs. (A) CNL-A,CNL-B,CNL-D 
MEME results, and the Weblogo legend for the MEME. (B) MEME results for CNL-C members.
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correlated: the gene members of CNL-A (with an average of 
5.41 exons per gene) and CNL-B (5.2 exons per gene) had 
higher average gene expression values than the members of 
CNL-C and CNL-D with average of 1.9 and 2 exons per gene, 
respectively.

Discussion
Soybean CNL gene diversity compared to other 

plants. Several aspects of the NBS disease-resistance 
genes were previously studied in other plant species such as 
Arabidopsis,24 Brachypodium,25 Lotus,5 and Medicago.23 The 

Table 1. Conserved domains of soybean CNL genes as predicted by MEME analysis.

MOTIF ORDER MOTIF ID CONSENSUS  MOTIF SEQUENCE NUMBER

1 [19] LKNWLTEG 38

1/3 [8] HDKEMIINWLMSDNP 70/5

2 P-loop NEVSVIPIVGMGGMGKTTLAQHVYNDPRV 188

3 RNBS-A HFDCHAWVCVSQDFDIFQVQR 174

4 [7] ITQQPCDMMDLEMLQNELRNK 96

4 [11] QIAYMLGLKFEEESENGRAQR 33

4/12 RNBS-D KHSAPEWE 2/145

4 [17] RLFEHCGCQVPEFQSDEDAINRLGILLRQ 8

4 [20] EPPHDHSEMDKKSLIDQVRQH 21

5 Kinase 2 LQGKRYLIVLDDVWN 188

6 [12] FWDHMEFAMPD 51

6 [16] YLDFNAIGIPY 36

6 [9] EDYVNWEALQNPFNC 76

7 RNBS-B GANGSRILITTRSEHVASYMQ 173

8 [15] SSFVQVHKLQP 40

8/10 [18] TVPPYHLP 49/3

9 RNBS-C LTEEHCWELFCHHAF 184

10 [10] YSSDGHCPEELKDIS 36

10 [13] QCYPHCEEIGK 91

11 GLPL EIVKKCKGLPLAIVTMGGMLH 188

Notes: The seven major motifs identified were P-loop, RNBS-A, RNBS-D, Kinase-2, RNBS-B, RNBS-C, and GLPL. Motif ID for the 13 previously unidentified motifs 
were assigned sequential numbers. The first column contains the relative location within the NB-ARC, and the last column contains the number of sequences with a 
match for the motif described. All motifs are presented in the order of their appearance.

Table 2. CNL gene clusters in Glycine max genome.

CLUSTER ID NUMBER 
OF GENES

CLUSTER ID NUMBER 
OF GENES

CLUSTER ID NUMBER 
OF GENES

CLUSTER ID NUMBER 
OF GENES

1_1 2 7_2 5 14_3 2 18_4 3

1_2 2 8_1 2 15_1 2 18_5 2

3_1 7 9_1 2 15_2 2 18_6 3

3_2 3 9_2 2 15_3 2 18_7 2

3_3 2 13_1 2 15_4 4 18_8 2

3_4 4 13_2 2 15_5 3 19_1 2

3_5 2 13_3 3 17_1 2 19_2 4

6_1 3 13_4 4 18_1 10 19_3 2

6_2 2 14_1 2 18_2 7 19_4 5

7_1 2 14_2 5 18_3 5 20_1 2

20_2 2

Notes: Forty-one clusters containing 126 genes were identified using 10 open reading frame sliding window. Each cluster was assigned a cluster name based on 
its chromosomal position (chromosome number_ranked distance from the telomeric end of the short arm). The number of genes in a specific cluster is given in the 
column right to each cluster ID.
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188 CNL genes in soybean identified in the present study 
were similar to the 177 CNL genes in Medicago in number. 
The CNL gene number in soybean was higher than that in 
Arabidopsis (55) and papaya (6), but much fewer than that in 
potato (370). The NBS-encoding genes identified in soybean 
represented 0.35% of all the predicted proteins. As shown in 
Figure 1, the clade supports and tree topologies in soybean 
were similar to those previously reported in Arabidopsis.26 The 
occurrence of a higher number of CNL genes in soybean than 
in Arabidopsis is attributable to polyploidization events that 
have increased the soybean’s genome to have 3.1 copies of the 
majority of genes.22 Because of their cost of fitness associated 

Figure 3. Chromosomal distribution of soybean CNL genes.
Notes: Each black line represents a chromosome, and each arrow indicates the location and orientation of a CNL gene. Gene groups CNL-A, CNL-B, 
CNL-C, and CNL-D are color-coded to blue, pink, red, and green, respectively. The black thick vertical bar indicates the centromere, and the red-shaded 
region is the predicted pericentromeric region.

with expansion (ie, auto-activation of R-gene pathways 
cause the death of plants before they reproduce), and per-
haps because of the “birth and death process” as discussed by 
Michaelmore,27 the soybean genome has retained 3.4 copies 
of resistance genes similar to the expected number of gene 
copies in general. This increase in number comes primarily 
from an expansion of CNL-C members and many tandem 
duplications on chromosome 3 and 18. The total number 
of CNL genes in soybean, however, was much less than in  
M. truncatula, possibly due to genetic bottlenecks caused during 
the soybean domestication process. An alternate explanation 
would be the reduced pathogenic/parasitic environments in 
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Table 3. Pairwise comparisons of Ks-values for the members from 
the gene cluster 19_4.

GENE 
ACCESSIONS

19G32080 19G32090 19G32110 19G32150 19G32180

19G32080

19G32090 0.044

19G32110 0.1004 0.053

19G32150 0.3917 0.4203 0.4395

19G32180 1.1873 1.2347 1.2726 0.9312  

Notes: Ks-values are used to infer recent tandem duplications. The order of 
duplication is suggested by inverse of the Ks-value.22 Glyma19g32180 and 
Glyma19g32080 are perhaps the oldest and youngest genes, respectively in the 
19_4 cluster.

Table 4. Chromosomal distribution of soybean CNL gene clusters.

CHROMOSOME NUMBER 
OF GENES

PERCENTAGE 
(%)

CLUSTERS PER 
CHROMOSOME

GENES IN LARGEST 
CLUSTER

AVERAGE 
GENES/CLUSTER

1 10 5.32 2 2 2

2 4 2.13 N/A N/A N/A

3 22 11.70 5 7 3.6

4 1 0.53 N/A N/A N/A

5 3 1.60 N/A N/A N/A

6 9 4.79 2 3 2.5

7 9 4.79 2 5 3.5

8 7 3.72 1 2 2

9 5 2.66 2 2 2

10 0 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

11 4 2.13 N/A N/A N/A

12 5 2.66 N/A N/A N/A

13 15 7.98 4 3 2.75

14 12 6.38 3 5 3

15 16 8.51 5 4 2.6

16 1 0.53 N/A N/A N/A

17 5 2.66 1 2 2

18 38 20.21 8 10 4.25

19 14 7.45 4 5 3.25

20 8 4.26 2 2 2

Total 188 100 41 N/A 2.73

Note: Of the 188 CNL genes identified in the present study, the majority of them are located on seven different chromosomes.

soybean, which has a longer domestication history compared 
to M. truncatula.6

Both NBS and LRR domains of R-proteins are vital for 
activating the defense signaling pathway against pathogen.1 
The NBS domain through its NTPase activity functions as 
a molecular switch for activating signal transduction. Some 
conserved motifs that can be distinguished in the NBS domain 
include GLPL, MHD, P-loop (Walker A or Kinase 1), 
Kinase-2 (Walker B), RNBS-A, RNBS-B, RNBS-C, and 

RNBS-D.1 Our results showed that motifs surrounding the 
P-loop and those adjacent to the kinase-2  motif could be 
used to distinguish CNL-A group from the CNL-B group, 
and these two groups from the CNL-C and CNL-D groups, 
similar to previous findings in Arabidopsis.24 Genome-wide 
analysis of Brachypodium disease-resistance genes also showed 
differences in these motifs flanking the P-loop and the 
kinase-2 motifs.25

Gene clustering and duplications. In the evolution of 
plants, gene duplications (tandem, segmental, or genome) 
have played important roles in the origin and maintenance of 
multiple gene families.26 These gene duplications have con-
tributed to the expansion of the NBS gene family in both 
eudicot and monocot lineages.9 Plant gene clusters resulting 
from gene duplications experience heterogeneous rates of evo-
lution: “fast” and “slow” evolving genes are termed “Type-I” 
and “Type-II” resistance genes,28 respectively. Intraspecific 
nesting of the majority of CNL genes was abundant in both 
Arabidopsis and Glycine, suggesting that the occurrence of 
Type-I resistance genes evolved primarily through tandem 
duplications perhaps in response to rapidly evolving associated 
pathogens. On the other hand, there were a few cases where 
the CNL genes in Arabidopsis and Glycine were highly con-
served (ie, AT4G26090 and Glyma09g39410 genes in CNL-B 
clade), suggesting the occurrence of Type II resistance genes.
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Figure 4. Expression profile for soybean CNL-A, CNL-B, CNL-C, and CNL-D genes visualized as heatmaps in panel A, B, C and D, respectively.
Notes: Heatmaps were constructed using log2-transformed data for the CNL genes in 14 tissue types shown at the top. The number of LRRs, WBOX 
(WB) regulatory factors, number of exons (EX), and the G + C content of the coding sequence are shown on the right.
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Phylogenetic analysis and gene clustering showed that 
all the members of each gene cluster were nested within the 
respective clade, consistent with the CNL genes in Medicago 
truncatula23; however, it was not the case of the 6_1 cluster, which 
is shared between CNL-A and CNL-C (CNL A-D; Fig. 1). The 
majority of crown groups in the present phylogenetic tree con-
tained CNL members from the same chromosome, and usually 
from the same gene clusters, while a few crown groups contained 
CNL gene members from different chromosomes. These groups 
with CNL gene members from different chromosomes might 
have evolved by chromosomal rearrangement, genomic duplica-
tion, or transposition of chromosomal segments.29 The presence 
of such heterogeneous subclades in G. max is consistent with the 
findings from previous studies in Arabidopsis24 and Medicago.23 
Gene conversion could be one way in which such a clade might 
arise from a mismatch repair during recombination causing 
simi larities among these homologous sequences.9

Physical clustering of plant R-genes have previously 
been reported in other plant species.23,24 Meyers et  al.24 
defined a gene cluster as two or more genes separated by fewer 
than nine non-CNL ORFs. In the present study, 126 genes 
(67.0%) adhered to this definition, forming 41 gene clusters, 
an average of three genes per cluster (Table  4). The largest 
gene cluster is located on chromosome 18 and contained 
10 genes. These results on gene clustering and uneven chro-
mosomal distribution of the CNL clusters are consistent with 
previous reports from other plant genomes.23,24,30,31 Forty-
one gene clusters were found to be unevenly distributed on 

chromosomes 1, 3, 6–9, 13–15, and 17–20. This is clearly an 
outcome of the tandem duplication and contraction in cluster 
size.27 Such tandem duplications in R-gene clusters have been 
widely observed to produce small RNAs that could be used 
for chromatin modifications and transposable element inser-
tion.28 Also, the tandem duplications can be influenced by the 
pericentromeric regions,11 where recombination rates are lower 
than in the euchromatic sites. In soybean, the CNL gene clus-
tering seems to be independent of the TNL gene clustering, as 
revealed by a previous study by Kang et al,6 who observed the 
largest TNL gene cluster of 34 members on chromosome 16. 
In soybean genome, 62 of 188 CNL genes did not form a gene 
cluster. Perhaps their nonclustered positioning in new regions 
on the chromosome plays an important role in establishing 
new locations for a future NBS-LRR gene clustering.23–25

An absolute age of the last genomic duplication can be 
inferred using Ks-values.22 The Ks-value ranges in G. max were 
consistent with those predicted by Kang et al.6 A region on 
the chromosome that underwent recent duplication contained 
Glyma01g01420 (1_1 gene cluster; Figure 1), which is nested 
with and syntenic to Glyma09g34360 (9_2  gene cluster), 
reinforcing the evidence of recent whole genome duplication 
as described in Schmutz et  al.22 CNL-C genes of Figure  1 
also show evidence of ectopic translocation: genes from cluster 
15_3 and 15_4 were nested with Glyma06g47650, located on 
chromosome 6, and these genes have high similarity to the 
region of recent duplication shared by chromosome 15 and 13 
as identified as 18159398 by Kang et al.6 Further reinforcing 
the suggested recent duplication event, phylogenetic analysis 
indicated that gene cluster 18_5  members Glyma18g51950 
and Glyma18g51930 were nested with Glyma14g37860 and 
Glyma08g29050, which shared 96% and 77% sequence iden-
tity, respectively. This suggests that there are complex modes 
of duplication in which tandem duplicated genes may be 
moved to remote parts of the genome and maintained in the 
new place nearly as the original copy.6

Structural and functional divergence of the soybean 
CNL genes. Promoter elements are essential for recruit-
ing transcriptional factors.32 One of the promoter elements, 
the WBOX motif, was previously described upstream in the 
NPR1  gene (nonexpresser of PR genes33) and upstream of 
the majority of Arabidopsis R-genes.34 Sequence variation in 
the WBOX regions in the 2-kb upstream region of the CNL 
genes suggests that different control mechanisms may be used 
between Arabidopsis and soybean genomes. Perhaps there are 
specific WRKY genes in Arabidopsis that may bind to different 
WBOX sequences than their counterparts in soybean. Differ-
ences in WBOX regions could also be reflected in the number 
of resistance genes present in these two genomes. The Medi-
cago genome was first scanned in 2008 and again scanned in 
2014 for resistance genes along with the analysis of WBOX 
promoter, resulting in 571 (NBS encoding R-genes).35 Most 
of the 188 CNL genes in soybean contained this WBOX pro-
moter regulatory element, averaging 2.77  WBOX cassettes 

Table 5. Expression values (number of reads) of the CNL genes 
located in the pericentromeric region of chromosome 18.

GENE ID CLUSTER ID GENE EXPRESSION VALUES 
(NUMBER OF READS)

Glyma18g09130 18_1 8

Glyma18g09140 18_1 30

Glyma18g09170 18_1 5

Glyma18g09180 18_1 90

Glyma18g09220 18_1 19

Glyma18g09290 18_1 105

Glyma18g09340 18_1 1

Glyma18g09410 18_1 0

Glyma18g09670 18_2 0

Glyma18g09800 18_2 4

Glyma18g09920 18_2 38

Glyma18g09980 18_2 16

Glyma18g10490 18_3 13

Glyma18g10550 18_3 3

Glyma18g10610 18_3 21

Glyma18g10670 18_3 0

Glyma18g10730 18_3 0
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Figure 5. (Continued)

per gene, which is much lower than the 8.6 WBOX cassettes 
per gene reported in Medicago truncatula genome.23 Medicago 
genome has more R-genes than Glycine while having a smaller 
genome and fewer duplication events; possibly, WBOX as a 
target for methylation is influenced by the punctuated evolu-
tion in resistance systems.28 Punctuated evolution is a bout 
of increased rates of evolution. As described by Friedman,28 
these bouts are triggered when individual resistance genes in 
the plants that survived pathogen attacks had their genomic 
structure changed (ie, methylated), allowing increased tandem 
duplication and transposon activity expanding the gene family 
in the genome. The majority of the gene sequences (84.6%) 
had 1–5 WBOX motifs in contrast to that in Medicago, where 
75% of the sequences had 6–11 WBOX motifs.23 None of the 
CNL clades differed significantly in WBOX motifs (P = 0.34) 
relative to the expression values. Slight variation in the num-
ber of WBOX motifs alone does not seem to influence the 
expression level of the most highly expressed genes.

A scatter plot graph shown in Supplementary File 3 sug-
gests a potential linear relationship between the  number of 

introns and the expression values. A different analysis using 
one-way ANOVA  suggested a significant relationship between 
the number of introns and the expression value (P , 0.001) of 
the CNL genes in soybeans, which is consistent with the results 
from a previous report.36 Intron-mediated enhancement (IME), 
where an intron is located next to transcriptional start site, has 
been shown to increase the transcription from 2- to 10-fold 
(typically), with some extreme cases increasing to 100-fold.36 
These effects seem to decrease as the distance between the intron 
and 5’ translational start site increases. And at a distance of 1 
kb, the effect is abolished.32,37 These patterns were witnessed in 
our exon/intron analysis of the soybean CNL genes, where the 
CNL-A and CNL-B gene members with more introns when 
located early in the sequences (Figs. 4 and 5) had high expres-
sion values, whereas the majority of the CNL-C genes with no 
introns had low or no expression at all (Supplementary File 2).

Conclusions
Systematic identification of resistance genes in soybeans is 
vital for understanding their roles in disease surveillance. In 
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Figure 5. Exon-intron structures of G. max CNL genes and their orthologs in A. thaliana.
Notes: Each gene structure is shown in 5’ to 3’ orientation: a dashed line represents introns, a thin red line represents a UTR, and a gray box represents 
an exon. (A) CNL-A, CNL-B, and CNL-D members. (B) CNL-C members.

this study, altogether 188 CNL genes were identified. These 
genes were nested into four clades, and their evolutionary 
history indicated that they have evolved through tandem, 
segmental, or genomic duplications. These duplication events 
left 41 physically clustered CNL R-genes in the soybean 
genome. Of these 41 gene clusters, 31 clusters were located 
outside of the pericentromeric region. These genes outside of 

the pericentromeric region are allowed to freely recombine, 
as evidenced from the increased synonymous substitutions in 
the region. The presence of the majority of the CNL genes 
outside of the pericentromeric region would allow these genes 
to diversify in response to the rapidly evolving pathogens. 
Analysis of transcriptomic data showed differential expres-
sion patterns that ranged from nonexpression to high levels 
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of expression in nearly all examined tissues. These expression 
levels show evidence of functional divergence within the CNL 
R-genes. The advancement in the understanding of small 
RNA and methylation of the genome would, no doubt, reveal 
many confounding factors. Unraveling of up and downstream 
regulation of resistance genes and the constitutive expression 
of R-genes may allow for genetic modification of the plant, 
which is a cost-effective way to decrease yield loss by pathogen 
attack and control of the hypersensitive plant response.

Materials and Methods
Hidden Markov model (HMM) profiling, sequence 

identification, and motif analysis. Methods used in identi-
fication of CNL genes in G. max were similar to the methods 
previously used in Arabidopsis,24 except for a few modifications. 
Fifty-three Arabidopsis CNL protein sequences identified by 
Meyers et al.24 were obtained from the NIB-LRRS database 
(http://niblrrs.ucdavis.edu/, cross-linked to TAIR [The Arabi-
dopsis Information Resource]),38 and G. max protein sequences 
(version 1.0) were downloaded from Phytozome.net to create 
a local protein database for a HMM39 profiling. During the 
HMM profiling, a model of protein domain was built from 
an alignment of known sequences with the domains expected 
of the protein. The model built from the alignment was used 
to scan a database of all known protein sequences of the spe-
cies. For HMM39 profiling, BLAST searched soybean protein 
sequences with the NBS motif along with the known Arabi-
dopsis CNL protein sequences were aligned using the program 
ClustalW.40 This aligned data matrix was used to create a G. 
max-specific HMM model following the method used in Ara-
bidopsis.24 This step was important to find the maximum num-
ber of candidate genes in the reiterative search process. The G. 
max-specific HMM profile was used to scan the complete set 
of the predicted G. max proteins, with a set threshold expec-
tation value of 10–3. Subsequently, the InterProScan database 
was searched using Geneious41 in order to exclude the corre-
sponding NBS proteins with the TIR motif. R-gene sequences 
are generally variable. Since they retain relatively higher level 
of conservation at the NB-ARC domain, only fully coding 
sequences of the functional NB-ARC were selected for evalu-
ation.1 MEME (multiple expectation maximization for motif 
elicitation) analysis42 was used to confirm the presence of 
P-loop, Kinase-2, and GLPL motifs in the NBS domain of 
each of the selected sequences. The following criteria were used 
for MEME analysis: 1) the ideal motif width range was set to 
be between 6 and 50; 2) each search was set to identify a maxi-
mum of 20  motifs; and 3) default parameters were used for 
iterative cycles. The MEME visual output was sorted by CNL 
group, and CNL members were presented alphabetically.

Chromosomal locations of the NBS-LRR genes. Using 
the information on the start and end positions available at 
Phytozome.net, the CNL genes were located on their corre-
sponding chromosomes. Centromere position was determined 
by identifying 91–92 nucleotide tandem repeats within the 

centromeric region, and the pericentric region was determined 
using recombination rate (predicted value zero or close to zero 
in contrast to regions with physical-to-genetic distance ratios 
of approximately 200 kb per 1cM, as suggested in a previous 
study.11 Information about gene position, centromere, and 
pericentromeric region was used to annotate G. max CNL 
genes on each chromosome. The program Geneious41 was used 
for graphic portrayal of G. max NBS-LRR gene positions, and 
clustering was defined using a 10 ORF window. The 10 ORF 
windows were used because, when larger windows of 25 ORF 
and 50 ORF were analyzed, the number of genes in the cluster 
showed little or no change similar to previously described in 
Arabidopsis.24 A 10-ORF window is described as CNL genes, 
which are separated by no more than nine non-CNL ORFs. If 
additional genes were found within no more than eight non-
CNL ORF separating these genes, then the new gene was 
added to the cluster. This search continued until more than nine 
non-CNL ORFs were found. Once the search was completed, 
a cluster name was assigned using the convention: chromosome 
number_ and number of cluster on the chromosome (eg, the 
first cluster on chromosome 18 was named 18_1, the second 
cluster was named 18_2, and so on). The 41 resulting clusters 
were then identified as inside or outside the pericentromeric 
region using this information. The X2 -Test was used to confirm 
the significance of CNL cluster appearance executed using the 
program R (version 2.15.2, release 2012–10–26).43

Sequence alignment and phylogenetic analyses. 
Phylogenetic analyses were performed using MEGA (ver-
sion 5.2.2).44 Multiple alignments of the NBS amino acid 
sequences were performed using MUSCLE45 with default 
settings. Maximum likelihood (ML) analysis using the best fit 
evolutionary model JTT+G+I (Jones–Taylor–Thornton with 
gamma distribution and invariant sites)46 with the bootstrap 
support of 100 replicates was performed. The trees were rooted 
with Streptomyces accession (p25941) as out-group, which was 
also used in the analysis of CNL genes in Arabidopsis.24

Analysis of promoters, Ka/Ks values, and G + C content. 
The 2-kb upstream region for each predicted CNL gene was 
screened against the PLACE database.47 Overrepresented 
regulatory elements known for their involvement in resistance 
responses under stress conditions were selected for further 
analysis. Among them, the WBOX (sequence TGAC[C/T]) 
associated with the WRKY transcription factor34 was retained 
for further analysis. For each NBS containing protein, the 
amino acid motif (xxLxLxx) was searched downstream of the 
GLPL motif. For each CNL coding sequence, the percent-
age of guanine and cytosine (G  +  C) and Ka and Ks values 
were calculated using DnaSP (version 5.2 release 2012).48 The 
interpretation of age of clusters based on pairwise Ks values 
followed Schmutz et  al.22 The approximate age of clusters 
based on pairwise Ks values were interpreted using a silent 
mutation rate of 5.17 × 10–3, as reported previously.22

Structural variation and gene expression analysis. To gain 
insights into the expression profiles of the soybean CNL genes 
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in different tissues, RPKM normalized gene expression data 
were obtained from SoyBase.org and were log2-transformed 
for the MAYDAY heatmap visualization.49 Intron/exon anal-
ysis was performed using information on genomic coordinates, 
orientation, and type of fragment available at Phytozome.
net. The program FancyGene (http://bio.ieo.eu/fancygene) 
was used for visualization of the gene model. Gene mapping 
included positioning of the UTR (UnTranslated Region), 
exons, and introns. One-way ANOVA was used to compare 
the exon numbers and the distribution of introns using the 
program R.43
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Supplementary Files
Supplementary File 1. Ks-values for the 41 CNL gene 

clusters in soybean.
The Ks-values were averaged by cluster and used in infer-

ring the approximate age of the cluster following Schultz et al 
(2010). The cutoffs applied for Ks-values were from 0.04 to 0.4 
and from 0.4 to 0.8 for the duplications of 13 MYA and 59 
MYA, respectively.

Supplementary File 2. Expression values for the upper 
quartile (top 25% most expressed) soybean CNL genes pre-
ceded by the 11 genes that did not have any expression values.

Gene accessions are sorted in the order of expression level 
and then by the gene family.

Supplementary File 3. Scatter plot diagram comparing 
the number of introns with expression values in the 14 sampled 
tissues.

A regression line was drawn for each relationship between 
number of introns and expression values.
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